
For workers’ unity against division 
and discrimination 

May Day is the traditional day to celebrate 
International Workers Day. It is a day of 
workers’ unity across racial, religious and 
national divides.  

On May Day 1890 workers organisations 
across the world rallied on the anniversary 
of the Haymarket Massacre in Chicago in 
which workers were killed and executed 
while fighting for an eight hour day and 
then recognised it as an annual event.  

Solidarity with US workers fighting Trump 

Those themes echo in 2017. We extend our solidarity to workers in the United States—to those 
fighting the racist policies of the Donald Trump administration that intend to divide workers and to 
attack hard-won rights. 

This year we march in solidarity with women workers in the US whose rights are under attack, with 
Latino workers threatened with deportation, with Muslim workers being scapegoated by Trump and 
with LGBT workers facing discrimination. 

Unity with migrant workers—defend the rights of 
refugees  

And May Day is also about our struggle against racism and 
ethnic division in the UK fostered by the right. Our movement 
has a proud tradition of fighting racism and defending the rights 
of refugees. Now more than ever we have to stand up for those 
rights. Refugees fleeing war and persecution must be made 
welcome here and the extra resources provided by the 
government to allow them to settle in our communities. 

We reject the scapegoating of migrant workers. We support 
union rights and agreements for all workers in the UK and fight 
the attempt of unscrupulous employers to use migrant workers 
as cheap labour. 

Real Jobs For Real Wages 

And the fight for the eight hour day continues today in 
the form of the fight for secure, regular employment on 
decent wages. Secure jobs especially are under threat. 
Public service jobs are being outsourced to casual 
employment by parties of all stripes. The use of zero 
hours contracts and agency employment have been 
used to cut wages and holiday pay and sick pay.  

So this May Day let’s march together as a trade union 
movement to celebrate our traditions and in solidarity 
with our comrades in struggle – across Cardiff, South 
Wales and the world. 


